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De novo assembly and pangenomes

Thanks to advances in sequencing 
technology, new telomere-to-telomere 
genome assemblies are produced at a 
high rate.

Pangenomes can model the full set of 
genomic elements in a given species or 
clade, reducing the reference-bias.

Δ: new genome; R: reference genome.
Figure from Eizenga et al., 2020.

https://dx.doi.org/10.1146%2Fannurev-genom-120219-080406


Pangenome graphs

Pangenomes can take many forms, 
including graph-based data structures.

Pangenome graphs compress redundant 
sequences into a smaller data structure 
that is still representative of the full set.

Figure from Eizenga et al., 2020.

https://dx.doi.org/10.1146%2Fannurev-genom-120219-080406


Human Pangenome Graph Consortium data

Phased diploid de novo human assemblies 
from 47 individuals, for a total of 94 full 
(telomere-to-telomere) haplotypes.

Contigs are partitioned by chromosome by 
mapping each de novo assembly against the 
GRCH38 and CHM13 reference genomes.

HPRC de novo assemblies

https://humanpangenome.org/
https://github.com/pangenome/HPRCyear1v2genbank
https://github.com/human-pangenomics/HPP_Year1_Assemblies


Using centromeric repeat annotation, 
Heng Li identified (code) the misjoins 
in the whole HPRC dataset.

Misjoins involve only* acrocentric 
chromosomes, and they are present 
in most of the assemblies.

Misjoins identification

Alignment graph of the misjoins. Every node is a contig and every edge represents 
the number of mapping between nodes. Alignment graph obtained with pafnet and 
visualized with gephi. Color code: chr13, chr14, chr15, chr21, chr22.

* With the exception of assembly errors in one haplotype (HG02080 paternal).

https://github.com/lh3/minimap2/blob/67dd906a80988dddacc8c551623fdc75b0c12dd2/misc/paftools.js#L2605-L2719
https://github.com/ekg/pafnet
https://gephi.org/


Louvain chromosome communities
We apply the Louvain method (code) to detect communities 
from the alignment graph made with all contigs.

Chromosome communities:

1. chm13#chr1 grch38#chr1
2. chm13#chr2 grch38#chr2
3. chm13#chr3 grch38#chr3
4. chm13#chr4 grch38#chr4
5. chm13#chr5 grch38#chr5
6. chm13#chr6 grch38#chr6
7. chm13#chr7 grch38#chr7
8. chm13#chr8 grch38#chr8
9. chm13#chr10 grch38#chr10

10. chm13#chr11 grch38#chr11
11. chm13#chr12 grch38#chr12
12. chm13#chr13 chm13#chr21 

grch38#chr13 grch38#chr21
13. chm13#chr14 chm13#chr22 

grch38#chr14 grch38#chr22
14. chm13#chr15 grch38#chr15
15. chm13#chr16 grch38#chr16
16. chm13#chr17 grch38#chr17
17. chm13#chr18 grch38#chr18
18. chm13#chr19 grch38#chr19
19. chm13#chr20 grch38#chr20
20. chm13#chrX grch38#chrX 

grch38#chrY

https://github.com/pangenome/chromosome_communities
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(More stringent) alignment graph from the all-vs-all mappings. The colors show the 
chm13 chromosomes and their immediate neighbors. Alignment graph obtained with 
pafnet and visualized with gephi. Color code: chr13, chr14, chr15, chr21, chr22.
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https://github.com/pangenome/chromosome_communities
https://github.com/ekg/pafnet
https://gephi.org/


Acrocentric chromosomes processed separately

Layout visualizations of the pangenome graphs of the 
acrocentric chromosomes. Images obtained with odgi 
draw. Pangenome graphs obtained with pggb.

Bubbles indicate regions where the 
haplotypes diverge or repetitive loci.
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https://github.com/pangenome/odgi
https://github.com/pangenome/pggb


Acrocentric chromosomes processed jointly
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Acrocentric chromosomes processed jointly
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HiFi-based assembly string graph of the acrocentric 
chromosome of the CHM13 genome. Figure from 
Nurk, Koren, Rhie, Rautiainen et al., 2021.

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.05.26.445798v1
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Short arms of the human acrocentric chromosomes in CHM13. 
Figure from Nurk, Koren, Rhie, Rautiainen et al., 2021.

Acrocentric chromosomes processed jointly

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.05.26.445798v1
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Short arms of the human acrocentric chromosomes in CHM13. 
Figure from Nurk, Koren, Rhie, Rautiainen et al., 2021.

Acrocentric chromosomes processed jointly

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.05.26.445798v1


Towards traces of recombination

Chroo et al., 1988.

The high level of homology of the 
acrocentric chromosomes could be due 
to non-homologous recombination.

High-quality de novo assemblies and 
pangenomic approaches will shed light 
on the most difficult regions of the 
human genomes.

https://dx.doi.org/10.1093%2Fnar%2F16.4.1273

